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INNCOM BY HONEYWELL WINS PEOPLE’S CHOICE AWARD
AT HI CONNECT DESIGN 2013
NIANTIC, CT, May 31, 2013 – INNCOM by Honeywell announced today that it has won the
People’s Choice “Top Sustainably Focused Product” Award at HI Connect Design 2013, hosted
by Hotel Interactive in Nashville, Tennessee. INNCOM by Honeywell was chosen from among
dozens of eligible world-class suppliers committed to sustainability.
HI Connect is the hospitality design industry’s most recognized event that brings together
designers, architects, suppliers, and purchasing companies that collaborate to design vignettes
that replicate actual hotel rooms.
“We are delighted and honored to have received this award,” said John Tavares, director of
marketing, INNCOM by Honeywell. “We strive to provide our hospitality clients with solutions
that support their sustainability objectives while enabling them to operate efficiently and provide
their guests a comfortable and memorable experience.”
For HI Connect Design 2013, INNCOM by Honeywell was located in the “Eco” Vignette
designed by Bernadette Upton of Eco Decor, North Palm Beach, Florida. In addition, it was
featured in the “Luxury” Vignette designed by Michelle Meredith of Michelle Meredith &
Associates, Dallas, Texas. Both showcased the versatility of INNCOM by Honeywell’s
offerings while maintaining their commitment to energy savings without sacrificing guest
comfort.
“It’s a People’s Choice award voted on by all show attendees,” said Hotel Interactive CEO, Rich
Viola. “They vote in real time with their mobile applications on which suppliers and designers
they believe to have the most positive impacts on the hospitality industry.”
About INNCOM by Honeywell
INNCOM by Honeywell is a leading supplier of energy management systems for hotels, with
energy management solutions installed in more than 1 million hotel rooms worldwide with most
major hotel brands. INNCOM’s portfolio of energy controls and solutions includes the
Integrated Room Automation System, which can be applied to hospitality as well as higher
education housing, assisted living facilities, healthcare and military multi-unit dwelling housing.
About Honeywell
Honeywell (www.honeywell.com) is a Fortune 100 diversified technology and manufacturing

leader, serving customers worldwide with aerospace products and services; control technologies
for buildings, homes and industry; turbochargers; and performance materials. Based in Morris
Township, N.J., Honeywell's shares are traded on the New York, London, and Chicago Stock
Exchanges. For more news and information on Honeywell, please visit ww.honeywellnow.com.
This release contains certain statements that may be deemed "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of
Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. All statements, other than statements of historical fact, that
address activities, events or developments that we or our management intends, expects, projects, believes or
anticipates will or may occur in the future are forward-looking statements. Such statements are based upon certain
assumptions and assessments made by our management in light of their experience and their perception of historical
trends, current economic and industry conditions, expected future developments and other factors they believe to be
appropriate. The forward-looking statements included in this release are also subject to a number of material risks
and uncertainties, including but not limited to economic, competitive, governmental, and technological factors
affecting our operations, markets, products, services and prices. Such forward-looking statements are not
guarantees of future performance, and actual results, developments and business decisions may differ from those
envisaged by such forward-looking statements. We identify the principal risks and uncertainties that affect our
performance in our Form 10-K and other filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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